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Solving your sand control challenges.

Presentation Overview

•

Our ESS® product – a brief introduction to the design and background

•

Improving the collapse resistance of ESS (4 designs – but just 1 constructed and tested)

•

Developing Erosion Plates for use in 7” ESS (10 designs – but just 2 constructed and tested)

•

Conclusions / Q and A

• Results in 4% surplus
expansion
• Requires 20-40 klbs
setdown weight
Examples of two Tools used to expand ESS,
Cone and ACE – both are pushed (no rotation)

ESS® = Expandable Sand Screen

• 1500 psi operating
pressure
• Requires 15-30 klbs
setdown weight
• 10ft/min expansion rate
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ESS® Product – Design / Background
ESS is a product that controls the ingress of solids in oil and gas reservoirs with weak
and unconsolidated formations. ESS improves well production and significantly reduces
well costs when compared with other systems.
Product sizes; 4”, 4-1/2”, 5-1/2” and 7”
There are also a variety of Weave aperture sizes / ratings
Base Pipe Slots Open
During Expansion
Maximizing Inflow Area

Filter Media
Dutch Twill Weave
Weave Layers Slide Over
Each Other During Expansion

Outer Shroud
Protects Filter Media

Unexpanded

Expansion does not
change the Weave
aperture size / rating

Expanded
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ESS® Product – improving the collapse resistance
Although a section of ESS by itself can be seen
to be relatively weak (when undergoing Hydraulic
Collapse), it is the combined strength of ESS and
Wellbore that counts.
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Typical graph for
Applied Pressure versus Radial Displacement
from an actual test

• Tests performed in a pressure vessel with ESS covered with an impermeable membrane
• ESS deformation measured using displacement transducers
• Tests show that ESS deforms linearly to a peak, after which the structure buckles
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ESS® Product – improving the collapse resistance
It has been shown (in a Multi Operator Joint Industry Project) that the
ESS and Wellbore combination boosts a bare borehole strength
four-fold, to 10,000psi (tests performed in a Thick Wall Cylinder of rock)
The ESS supports, and keeps in place, any failed Wellbore material.
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ESS® Product – improving the collapse resistance
Possibilities to improve the collapse resistance of ESS
Current system had a well established metallurgy, wall thickness and slot pattern
Potential changes include;
Increase wall thickness, alter metallurgy, change slot pattern or a combination of these
Whichever option was chosen, the expansion forces (to push the tool through) could
not increase too much due to the tensile capacity of the slotted ESS connection
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ESS® Product – Expansion using Abaqus/Explicit
Elements; C3D8R

Slotted 3D parts modelled in Pro-Engineer then imported into Abaqus/CAE
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ESS® Product – Forces to Expand

•

•

FEA model matches the observed behaviour
– The models give predicted surplus expansion ~ 4%
– The required force to expand; tested = 16,000 lbs, model = 14,400 lbs
A reasonable comparison; the filter weave isn’t currently modelled, which
would give a slight increase in the forces

The 25Cr version was discounted immediately – the forces required to expand would simply be too high
The thicker wall with short slot was also felt to require too much force
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ESS® Product – Collapse using Abaqus/Explicit
Expanded test piece now subjected to an External Pressure Load (Hydraulic Collapse)
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ESS® Product – Collapse Resistance

Abaqus/Explicit helped Engineering save
time and costs in this series of tests
Proposed designs – 4 off
New test pieces – 1 off

Typical graph for
Applied Pressure versus Radial Displacement
which shows an actual test and an
Abaqus simulation of the current system
A reasonable comparison, even with the slight
differences due to the method of sample loading

FEA model matches the observed behaviour
The models give predicted collapse resistance
All sizes have been modelled and compared to
previous tests; there is a good fit to the results.

The Thicker wall with short slot is best – but forces are too high
The other simulation with thicker wall section could now be
discounted as there was no great improvement shown
This left the favourable situation (for supply and stock) where the
current metallurgy and wall thickness would continue to be used
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ESS ® Product – Erosion Plates mentioned at SCC2009 London

At the 2009 Customer Conference, in the opening speech
for the conference, Scott Berkey, CEO of Simulia, spoke of
Weatherford being a success story, having saved
time and money whilst using Abaqus;
FEA of Plate Designs for 7” ESS Transition Areas

Reduce ten different Plate Designs down
to just two physically tested designs

Weatherford ESS engineers get
rapid turn-around for different
designs using Abaqus products
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ESS ® Product – requirement for Erosion Plates
Background to the Erosion Plates studies
To create a non-flowing transition area between the
expanded and non-expanded section on 7” ESS.
Erosion of the weave could occur in the transition
area in especially high-rate wells.
Unlike a “Standard” ESS joint, where the connection
is slotted (and expanded), the 7” ESS joint uses a
Coupling (with premium connection)

Example of how the Erosion Plates would be
applied to the basepipe (at the transition area)
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ESS ® Product – requirement for Erosion Plates

Example of the overlap edges lifting away

Example of a rip at the erosion plate corner
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ESS ® Product – Erosion Plates using Abaqus/Explicit
Case Study, for a specific Client requirement
New Plate designs – 10 off
Physical test pieces – 2 off

Weatherford ESS Engineers benefited by
saving time; 60% and costs; 75% by using
Abaqus/Explicit in this study
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ESS ® Product – Erosion Plate designs

Model #9 and Model #10 during fabrication

Examples of the ten designs

An expanded example
(shroud and filter layers stripped off)
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ESS ® Product – ESS sample with Erosion Plates, Expansion
•
•
•
•

800-1200 psi operating pressure
Requires 20-30 klbs setdown weight
Requires 50 RPM rotation
4-8ft/min expansion rate

Rotary Expansion Tool for 7” ESS
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ESS ® Product – Erosion Plate testing
Air bubbled through a water filled sample
Where the bubbles come out give an indication if / where the problem is
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Conclusions
Abaqus is now used extensively within
Weatherford as a design tool, as an application
screening tool and a research tool.
In a recent product enhancement project, using Abaqus helped
reduce the timescale by 60% and reduced project costs by 75%
Whatever the reason for performing the analysis,
we have found the results to be reliable and,
where applicable, to match existing empirical test data
(which corroborates methodology and materials)

Abaqus products have helped Weatherford
get insight into problems, get early indicators
for design improvements and benefit from
reduced testing costs – ultimately resulting in
faster R&D turnaround.
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Thank you for your attention

Please feel free to ask any questions

Mercure Ardoe House Hotel, Aberdeen
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